Abstract
Introduction
Multisensor-based' robot control approaches are chalLenging but may offers a soiution to very important and relevant problems in modern robotics, such as those robot tasks that involve joint encoders, force sensors, CCD cameras, range finders, proximity sensors, haptic interfaces, and tactual devices. In order to achieve this sensor fusion-based controller, a careful analysis of the dynamics, sensors behavior, and tasks are required. In this paper. we explore the problem of 'Sensor fusion deals with the synthesis of signals of different nature from different physical source.
controlling uncertain robot manipulators interacting to a rigid environment, controlled by uncalibrated visual feedback signals, joint encoders and force sensors. The sensor signals most provide information that extends the robot work field with nonredundant sensor signals. Also the control law design has to take into account uncertainties of parameters that are intimately related to the camera! such as intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.
The problem
In constrained robot tasks, the end-effector tracks a trajectory over smooth rigid surface; a.nd at the same time, applies a desired normal contact force: see Figure   1 . However, when robot dynamics are unknown! it is difficult to keep conta.ct, and when the robot is driven with poorly calibrated visual feedback, it sta.nds as a.
hard problem to solve. A cont.rol scheme that relies of exact values of the systeni parameters is always prone to errors in practice, since it i s really hard to know exactly the parameters; therefore the control strat.egy must be robust with respect to robot parametric uncertainties and camera parameters.
A hybrid image-based robust servo visual-force scheme is proposed by first time in the literature.
The system guarantees exponential tracking of position and force trajectories Rithout any knowledge of robot dynamics and subject to uncertainties of intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. This scheme requires low computational cost and presents formal stability proofs. Simulations allows to visualize the closed loop performance using parameters from a real robot and camera system. 
Force Control
Our recent results on force tracking with the model are hased on the orthogonalization principle to decouple the position-velocity subspace from the forcemomentum subspace, however these schemes have not been extended or combined beyond constrained robots with state feedback.
Visual Servoing
Control of robots with visual information is often referred as visual servoing. Certainly this is an ill-posed control scheme because the information from camera is not an state of the system, and thus cannot be modified directly by the input of the system as we can see in Weiss et al. [L.Weiss, 19871 , [A.Castano, 19941 
Differential Visual Kinematics
The differential camera model is then
Using equation (1) 
whose entries are function of robot and camera parameters.
matrix 2 x 2.
9 JRinvks (6) *U'ithout lose of generality, a0 can be considered as a scalar
Constrained Robot Dynamics
m~n .
-r a n d r~n k ( i m ( J , } ) = r , s u c h~~~+ r = n .
In other words:
The differential algebraic equations that models the constrained robot dynamics are Q G =~ and QJ,'=O (13)
where H ( q ) E R n x n is the symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia matrix, C(q,Q)q E Rn stands for the vector of centripetal and Coriolis torques, g(q) E R" is the vector of gravitational torques, and finally f E R" stands for the contact force vector, and p(z, w)
is the kinematic restriction, as a rigid surface, where, ip = (.:tu)
: IR" + 3 is a given scalar function, with z = ( x 1 :~2 ,~3 )~ denoting a position of a fixed coordinated system and w = ( w~: w~! w z ) its associated Euler angles. Since the surface is rigid: frictionless and smooth (with continuous gradient) , the contact force
with X E 8 as force magnitude and we introduce the (normalized) constrained Jacobian as J , T ( q ) = (ay (x) / IIBp (x) /as11 E E" is a unit vector and stands for contact force direction. Thus, equation (7) can be represented as T .
These facts are fundamental to solve the problem.
Nominal Orthogonalized References
Consider the following
where qs and qf are to be immersed into orthogonal subspaces, to be able to handle the three source of measurements without, mutually conflicting, as it may physically happens. Then, to keep orthogonality, nominal references are to be designed in terms directly of Cartesian visual flow and force as follows
(15) Now we present iT and q r f .
Visual position nominal reference.
Using definition of equation ( 6 ) and (13) 
Joint Error Surface
Using equations (E) , (16) Xow we are ready t o present the main result. 6 Simulations.
Control Law Design
In order to simulate the system the robot and camera parameters are take from a. real ones. The desired tra- 
